Maximizing Impact
with Experience Pass

®

Learn how the Arizona Diamondbacks utilized Experience
Pass® technology to create significant growth and impact
via the subscription-based D-backs Summer Pass.

SITUATION
Prior to the 2018 MLB Season, the D-backs were looking
for a way to provide a large number of fans access to
Summer games at an affordable price point.

SOLUTION: SUMMER PASS
Utilizing Experience Pass® technology, the D-backs
first introduced the Summer Pass for the 2018 Season.
For only $99, purchasers would gain access to all
summer games from the end of May through the end
of September with guaranteed Baseline View seating
(upper level) and options to upgrade passes at every
game. With children out of school, Summer Pass had
high potential to sell well, especially considering its
incredible value.
The D-backs positioned Summer Pass as a limitedtime offer, with a presale and full on-sale sale period
lasting for a defined time period to create a sense of
urgency.
Summer Pass made a huge splash in 2018 selling 4400
Passes, and returned in 2019 selling approximately
3300 passes with a 35% renewal rate. Additionally,
new Pass features were enabled in 2019, allowing
purchasers to add guest tickets and even link their
seats with other Summer Pass buyers.

RESULTS

$85k

$14k

UPGRADED PLAN REVENUE
The D-backs generated over
$85k in revenue from Summer
Pass purchasers who upgraded
to mini or traditional season
ticket plans.

ANCILLARY REVENUE
By enabling the Guest Tickets
feature and activating a SMS
campaign, Pass fans purchased an
additional 781 guest tickets over
4 games, generating $14,000+.

$36k

1280

UPGRADES CONVERSION
13% of Summer Pass buyers
purchased seat upgrades during
the season, generating over
$36,000 in revenue.

SIT WITH FRIENDS
In 2019, 1280 total groups were
formed via the Sit With Friends
feature, enabling fans to purchase
Pass in a group size of 1.

Pass features were widely utilized in the 2019 Season, and
Summer Pass success led to the D-backs introducing a similar
$99 Holiday Pass as a 2019 holiday offer for the first 3 months
of the 2020 Season, including Opening Day.
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